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An assessment tool for senior technology managers explained

Introduction
We live in a world so radically different

• There is a genuine credibility gap that is

the first generation in history that is dealing

• Fewer CIOs than ever have a seat on the

widening between the board and IT

today than at any point in history. We are
with intensity and speed of change.

We operate in a business environment where

Exec board
• More than ever CIOs are under pressure
to reduce costs, while not being able to

speed, accessibility and responsiveness are critical

reinvest savings in innovation projects

differentiators, leaders are looking towards their
technology, their people, and the way the two interact,
as a source of competitive advantage. However, executive
boards’ confidence in the leadership of IT is almost at an
all time low and the emergence of the Chief Digital Officer

The Digital Board’s leadership diagnostic tool
is a unique way of assessing the leadership
competence of senior IT professionals and
developing a leadership culture within IT teams.
It’s unique, because it is the only assessment tool to
measure behaviours specifically relevant to IT leadership.
Based on new psychological research, interviews

• Very few CIOs focus enough of their approach on value

with thousands of IT professionals and years of

• Those aspiring to the role of the CIO are not

offers a three dimensional view of a leader’s self-

getting exposure to the leadership development

is in danger of destabilising this confidence further.

relevant to lead business change

experience in IT executive search, the instrument
awareness, performance and potential across nine
competencies and 81 related behavioural anchors.

What are the business pressures
most organisations are facing?

How can effective IT leadership
address these pressures?

How can The Digital Board ensure you
have effective IT leadership?

•

Delivering growth while sustaining margin

•

•

•

Reducing complexity and improving speed to market

Provides the capability to exceed your
customers’ expectations in a digital world

Help you define a culture of leadership to
align to your business ambition

•

Innovating their product set with dynamic pricing
models based on customer demand

•

Improves operational and strategic agility

•

•

•

Simplifying the business by delayering the organisation
and creating greater accountability of leaders

Ensures that you have the business capabilities
required to deliver value from IT

Provide a framework for change, helping you
define your desired leadership culture

•

•

•

Delivering business results in a Digital context

Ensures that the business is extracting sufficient value
from your current IT portfolio ensuring they are fully
aware of the opportunities and threats that exist

Identify the gaps in your leadership capability
using a sophisticated diagnostic tool

•

Provide targeted assessment and development
designed specifically for information technology leaders
helping improve individual and team capability
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It’s often said that leadership is the intervention that operates between the
information you have and the action you need to take
It’s widely recognised that the failure of IT projects is less about the technology but more
down to poor governance, a lack of strategic alignment, or inadequate leadership.
It’s a common misperception that IT is overly
complex, expensive and rarely provides value.
The paradox is that the Executive team (often
the CFO) expects to bring down the cost of
IT while expecting IT to continue to reduce
the cost of the company doing business.
However, we know from experience that the
problem does not lie anymore in the technology
but the relationship (and lack of governance)
that exists between the Exec and the IT function.
It is also convenient at times to blame IT.
The truth is that business and IT leaders rarely
understand each other’s perspective. This is not
all down to IT leaders not being “commercially
savvy” From our research we believe there is
a fundamental difference in the make up of
business and IT leaders. This is probably no
better highlighted in a study of MBTI profiles of
CEOs/Executive Leaders and one of CIOs.

Of course, both parties want the right outcome but
often fail to understand each other sufficiently well
enough to achieve that. During demanding times
when there is increased pressure to deliver business
change this can become even more exaggerated.
This essentially stacks up problems waiting to
happen introducing an element of unnecessary risk.
While IT leaders are not singularly to blame
for this, a tendency to rush into engagement
and implementation can cloud their ability to
challenge or understand the rationale for the
change from a business perspective. Their
challenge is to get stakeholders to define
and agree the business outcomes they seek.
But why does this so rarely happen?
That’s why the Digital Board’s Leadership
Diagnostic Tool considers the emotional intelligence
of IT leaders as well as characteristics such as
personal impact and commercial discipline.
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We consider the CIO’s ability to connect with their
internal customers and empathise with their objectives
to be critical to successful project delivery.
It is this understanding that has led us to develop
our evolutionary model of IT leadership.

SUMMARY
Investing more of the IT budget in improving
the leadership capability of the team can have
a far more profound (and enduring) effect on
driving business performance improvement
than simply investing more money in technology
with a sub optimal leadership team.

How did we get here?

(the evolution of the IT leader)
Evolution 1: Technical Leader to Manager

In our experience, IT leaders can be placed on
an evolutionary scale of leadership, ranging from
the technical leader through to the executive.
Many will find a natural niche where their skills are
best applied. Others will grow and develop into senior
leadership roles with experience and will need support
and development through that transition period.
And while there will always be a place for
technically gifted people, this technical knowledge
needs to be supplemented with greater attention
to leadership and influence if the IT function
is to meet the needs of the organisation.
The Digital Board’s Leadership Diagnostic Tool
identifies those people with the right leadership
skills to seek out the best of ‘what is’ and ignite
the collective imagination of ‘what might be’.

10%*

Qualities:

Weaknesses:

Development needs:

‐‐ Strong technical capability. Logical
and factual. High work ethic (lead
from the front. Motivate technical
people. Able to understand (if
not simplify) complexity. High
attention to detail. Task and
project based approach.

‐‐ Can lack some of the emotional
intelligence required to influence
and lead. Don’t always enrol
people in their ideas or take
people with them on change.
Don’t easily collaborate well with
cross-functional or business
peers. Lose people in the detail.

‐‐ Explore and learn more about
human characteristics/what
drives people to make decisions.
Developing a greater sense of
empathy. Learn more dynamic
communication techniques. Broader
appreciation of the big picture.

Evolution 2: Manager to Senior Manager

70%*

Qualities:

Weaknesses:

Development needs:

‐‐ Good communication skills.
Engaging. Enrols people in change.
Collaborative. Able to work
across cross-functional teams
and business units. Good ability
to link business opportunity with
technology solutions. Shows value.

‐‐ Can often posses a more
conservative/reactive leadership
style (waiting for permission to
act). Can lack the courage to act
at times/should be bolder. They
lack a deeper understanding of the
economic drivers of their business/
industry to truly shape outcomes.

‐‐ Building their confidence and
courage to lead. Fine tuning of
their messaging. Taking a tougher
stance with their business peers.
Long range thinking. Greater ability
to forecast business outcomes.

Evolution 3: Snr Manager to Executive Leader

20%*
*% of CIOS interviewed by The Digital Board
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Qualities:

Weaknesses:

Development needs:

‐‐ Visionary. Brave. Possesses
the courage to act. Doesn’t
wait for permission (rather
seeks forgiveness later). Highly
emotionally intelligent. Strong
levels of appreciative inquiry.
Able to get under the skin of the
request through skilful questioning.
Business people love them!

‐‐ Level of technology appreciation
can vary. Can often be more
comfortable leading transformation
activities than focusing on more
operational activities. Technical
team members can sometimes feel
alienated by them or can reject their
leadership style as naïve or lacking
understanding/relevance to IT.

‐‐ They need to keep a watchful eye
on the strong technical people
in the team by recognising and
rewarding their contribution.
Develop their ability to be
more detail oriented.

Introducing a new and unique way of assessing IT leadership
Traditionally, organisations wanting
to understand the leadership
effectiveness of IT have depended on
generic leadership assessment.
While these assessments can be immensely useful,
they lack the context-specific analysis necessary to
get a deeper understanding of how IT professionals
will behave in your culture.
It’s no surprise that organisations using traditional
assessment and selection methods end up with the
same results; talent gaps in a business critical function.
We felt there had to be a better way.

Leading

Being

Delivering

Impact and
influence

Leading self

Managing
operational
effectiveness

Champions
innovation
and leading
change

Able to
simplify and
break down
complexity

Driving results

Leading others

Comfortable
with ambiguity

Governance
and
commercial
discipline

Bryan MacDonald, founder of The Digital Board (and
author of the diagnostic tool) has met with over 500
senior executives and interviewed more than 5,000
Senior IT leaders which has led him to capture what
businesses really want from their CIO and moreover
what their CIO wants from his/her leadership team.
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(Emotional
intelligence and
appreciative
inquiry)

What does the Digital Board
Leadership Diagnostic Tool do?
The tool enables organisations to align their
IT leadership teams under a single leadership
framework made up of contextually relevant
competencies. Each competence comprises a series
of measurable, behavioural anchors that can be
used to assess the level of leadership competency.
As well as an innovative assessment framework,
the tool is also used to support HR decision
making in areas such as succession planning
and performance management.
Traditional performance versus potential models
often lack sufficient insight for meaningful
conversations. The 9 x 9 competency matrix we
developed alongside our leadership diagnostic
tool provides context to your decision-making.

The diagnostic process

PROCESS
AGREEMENT

GROUP
COMMUNICATION

• Agree scope with the client
• Identify up to 36 out of 81
contextual behaviours to
be assessed
• Benchmarks agreed

WIDER
RECOMMENDATIONS
• Provide strategic advice on
leadership gaps, succession
strategy and restructures

DISCOVERY
SESSION

• Explain reason for
assessment to all involved
• Share process and timeline
• Develop support materials

ONE-TO-ONE
FEEDBACK
• Provide feedback, insight
and guidance to each
individual
• Provide summary
documentation by
agreement
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• 45 minute one-to-one
meetings to understand
each individual’s roles,
challenges, level of
engagement and perception
of leadership

CLIENT
FEEDBACK
• Provide detailed group and
individual feedback
• Share the Digital Board’s
intuitive summary
documents
• Recommendations

SELF
ASSESSMENT
• Each individual assesses
themself or the team
using the leadership
diagnostic tool

ONE-TO-ONE
ASSESSMENT
• Digital Boardroom
consultant conducts
detailed 2–3 hour
assessment of each
individual

LINE MANAGER
ASSESSMENT
• Where appropriate the
Line Manager assess each
individual using the same
diagnostic tool

The process in detail
PROCESS AGREEMENT
Clients will typically agree to focus on range
of between 30-36 behaviours. With more than
130 sextillion possible combinations you can be
sure of a set of behavioural measures that aligns
with your organisation’s culture and style.

Behaviours for cons
ideration: emotiona
inquiry establishing
l intelligence & appr
cred
eciative
others; self confidenc ibility; adaptability; comfortable chall
enging
e & determination
; understanding one’
values; conscientious
s own
ness

St
ro
ng
Ag ly a
gr
re
ee
e
Ne
ut
ra
Dis l
ag
r
St ee
ro
ng
ly
dis
ag
re
e

Being

Leading self

Self-aware individual
who recognises their
affect their thoug
own emotions and
hts and behaviour
how they
Seeks others’ opini
ons

and incorporates
them into their appro
ach
Able to perceive,
understand and
respond to the emot
and recognises the
ions of others
power dynamics
in a group or organ
isation
Regulates their emot
ions by promoting
a calm authority
Is demonstrably
energised by maki
ng a difference to
those around them
Exhibits profession
al knowledge, comp
etence and high
of performance
standards

• Together, we agree the level of competency
(1-5) in which behaviour is expected at each
level in the leadership team, to provide
a benchmark for each individual.

Demonstrates respo
nsible and dependab
responsibility for
le behaviour; and
personal performan
takes
ce through a high
and commitment
level of effort
Adapts approach,
goals
in dynamic situations , and methods to achieve solutions
and

• The client will then perform a subjective assessment

results

Demonstrates stron
g, realistic confidenc
situations and main
e in oneself in chall
tains a calm focus
enging
on results over time

of each individual against this continuum.

GROUP COMMUNICATION
Your IT leadership team comes to a group meeting
in which we’ll explain the assessment process
and get unity and engagement in the exercise.

Digital Board

The
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gnostic To
Leadership Dia
An assessment
digital advisory
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Each member of your IT leadership team will meet with
one of our consultants in a Discovery Session. This will
give us an in-depth understanding of each individual
and how they see their role, the team as a whole
together with their level of personal engagement.

Our senior assessment specialists will conduct a oneto-one assessment interview with each team member.
These in-depth, three-hour meetings enable us to get
under the skin of each individual to develop a deep
understanding of his or her leadership competence.
Our experts will ask a series of carefully crafted,
probing questions to gain a true insight into each
individual against the key behavioural measures.

SELF ASSESSMENT
The team individually completes a self-assessment
survey to give us an insight into how each person
sees his or her behaviours. Discrepancies between
an individual’s own perception and that of others
can be a powerful way of influencing change.

We distil our findings into a comprehensive report
that brings together our analysis of each of the 36
key competencies, graphically compared with any
other assessments and benchmarks established.

Delivering

Driving results
Behaviours for consideration: driving results; strategic oversight;
financial awareness; assessment; resource allocation; prioritise;
quality control
Is able to provide prioritisation and co-ordination of resources including
investments across the entire project portfolio; manages co-dependencies
between projects and the overall risk and cost of programmes
Is able to see where there is a greater opportunity for creating business
value in the portfolio through sophisticated ROI approaches
Ensures alignment with strategy and provides assurance of adherence
to standards; keeps key stakeholders apprised reg§ularly throughout
project delivery
Is detail orientated; able to take a deep-dive into the status of projects
ensuring there is zero or limited scope creep or major delivery issues
Able to clearly articulate the overall purpose and goals of the various
projects they manage, ensuring the criteria for success is clearly
understood
Demonstrates an ability to challenge the business rationale for change
Exploits economies of scale, manages cross-project dependencies,
and actively clarifies roles and responsibilities, project deliverables and
milestones
Has introduced demanding performance criteria to evaluate quality of
project delivery making best use of delivery frameworks and methodologies
Tracks the business benefits of projects beyond implementation ensuring
the business sees IT as a valued contributor

LINE MANAGER ASSESSMENT
Where necessary, the most senior IT leader will
complete a survey for each person in his or her
team. This also provides a useful benchmark.
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The process in detail

Competency score
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The process in detail
ONE-TO-ONE FEEDBACK

WIDER RECOMMENDATIONS

You will receive detailed feedback about each
individual and the team as a whole. We’ll meet with
you to take you through our conclusions, highlighting
issues, competence gaps and unfulfilled potential.

It’s important your team get feedback on
their assessment; whether it reveals areas
for improvement, a cultural mismatch, or
highlights untapped leadership potential.

We will present our findings to you, together
with recommendations about who is ready for
promotion, who should be part of the succession
plan, who would benefit from development in which
areas and who is not right for the organisation.

We’re adept at having sensitive conversations
in an emotionally intelligent way, so people
know what they need to do to meet the needs
of the business. We meet with each individual
to provide him or her with direct feedback and
guidance in a considered and supportive way.

Finally, we can make wider recommendations
about how your organisation can best use the
data in a strategic context; addressing any
leadership gaps, advising you on your succession
strategies and providing objective insights
and advice to support any restructures.
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Candidate name:

Company:

Is recognised as a true business partner. Demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the business culture and economic drivers of the
business, linking IT solutions to business challenges
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Job title:

Proactively brings ideas and solutions aligned to business
opportunities - isn’t simply reactive to pressures and challenges
brought by the business to IT
Has a track record of moving ideas from concepts into action by
articulating their value proposition and relevance to the business goals
Able to influence a broad range of stakeholders using both fact
based arguments while also being able to tap into the emotional
drivers of others

The
Candidate name:

Charlie Jones
Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO
Date: 3 rd March
2014
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ambiguity

Provides strong
leadership in a
dynamic and evolving
environment of
change

Comments

Can make decisions
without requiring
the whole
picture all of the
time

Champions innova
tion and collabo
ration
Shapes busine
ss outcomes/lead
s change
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Assignment:
Date:

Being
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You may even choose to use the diagnostic tool at
the next leadership level in your IT team. We can
make this happen quickly and cost effectively.
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Innovative and intuitive reports
Our findings are summarised in a graphical report to provide an
at-a-glance comparison of the results. A colour coded summary
of each behavioural anchor score means a candidate’s perception
can easily be compared with the views of their line manager,
the expected performance level and our own assessment.

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Company: ICB

Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO

Company: ICB

Job Title: CTO

rd

Job Title: CTO

rd

Date: 3 March 2014

rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Leadership Impact

Date: 3 March 2014

Emotional intelligence and appreciative inquiry
Comments

Demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
business culture and economic drivers of the

Showed a good understanding of the business dynamics. Talked about the

business, linking IT solutions to business challenges

“corporate fluidity and resistance culture” and how to counter business push
back. He appears very aware of how technology can help enable the

Proactively brings ideas and solutions aligned to

transformation (having always worked in technology driven revenue

business opportunities - isn't simply reactive to

businesses). Talked about “Trial by fire”. Was able to describe ICB having to

pressures and challenges brought by the

mature towards the concept of build/run and is trying to figure out how to get

business to IT

them to change towards this approach. He understood that he had to change
his approach/ culture.

Has a track record of moving ideas from concepts

Actively talks to his team to do culture assessment – seems genuinely

into action by articulating their value proposition and

interested in how they spend their time. This appears to be a repositioning of

relevance to the business goals

his perspective.
Has also spent time trying to better understand Peter’s perspective around

Able to influence a broad range of stakeholders using

company culture, admitting he made mistakes in the early days by not fully

both fact based arguments while also being able to

understanding the financial impact of the dynamics of the organization. Would

tap into the emotional drivers of others

be fair to say his perspective still seems narrow. Think he needs to broaden
his stakeholder base and gain access to other leaders perspectives

Managing operational effectiveness

Self Aware; recognises their own emotions and how

Comments

they affect their thoughts and behavior

He appears quite self-aware. Seems to recognize his emotions and how they

delivery of the IT agenda, particularly when

affect others. He looks for visual clues/validation in others through their body

ownership and support is not clear

direct team he appeared very strong. Beyond his team, he was less

Possesses active listening skills. Seeks others

language. Seems to know what he’s good at but struggles with the speed at

opinions and incorporating them into their approach

which others move versus his energy and his need to move faster.

Has matured the overall IT capability towards a more

them. Couldn’t answer with certainty that he was a true advocate on “one IT”.

work harder to convince them. Could do with being more patient and take

encouraging contribution and debate without fear of

time to take people with him. In short, needs to work on his influencing

blame shifting

approach and to be able to influence a broader range of people. Should think
how he can bring sense and relevance to his ideas/make them more

Able to perceive, understand and respond to the

contextual and relevant to his audience.

emotions of others, able to pick up on emotional cues

Builds a culture of openness and inclusion, encouraging contribution but

and recognises the power dynamics in a group or

perhaps relies too much on pushing his ideas/showing his success in order

organization

to build brand equity. He could be more curious/ask questions/build
understanding and trust (a more humble approach) to gaining buy-in.

Operates with a sense of guiding principles and

He could open up more/show vulnerability/ what he is feeling (particularly if he

values based leadership

Comments

Takes personal accountability for the end to end

Seeks others opinions and incorporates them into his approach but needs to

Builds a culture of openness and inclusion,

is under pressure).

This was an interesting area to explore with Charlie. When it came to him/his
convincing. Seemed to depend on the integration points and his exposure to
He conceded that he used to hold others responsible/blame until he built it into

robust and standardised approach

his own responsibility – took them into KPIs.
Actively promotes a culture of service quality and

He appears to be on this path in trying to get the SCA maturity done towards a

operational improvement, while paying attention to

more robust and standardised approach

value versus cost equation

He’s ensuring his folks are engaged with their business provider – one on

Understands the importance of the overall systems
health and is able to argue for increased funding to

one/personal relationship towards a culture of service quality and operational

ensure continued operational stability/service quality

improvement (focused more on acting with a common good/getting them
brought into the roadmap). More focus on route cause and therefore incident
trend is improving

Has provided leadership in communicating the cost
of the full service life of applications, ensuring the
business fully appreciate the long tail of investment

(inside/outside of IT). Need to keep his audience in mind and not get carried

Finds it easier to read and perceive others. Finds it easier to pick up on others

away in the solutions that he is working on.

emotions and drivers when they appear to share the same intrinsic values.

Appears best at definition and implement phase (sees himself as a

Yes, operates with a sense of guiding principles and values based leadership

realist). Can do both but better at delivery. Feels he is known for making

required to maintain systems
He is moving this area forward. Trying to weave a more ITIL/ROI approach

Follows a rigorous approach to incident and change

into discussions. Bringing a P&L approach around a product line and not just a

management

blunt recharge approach.

things happen. Is more emotional person – should embrace a stronger
evidence/ fact-based approach.

Responses key:

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

Responses key:

The Digital Board score

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Responses key:

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Company: ICB

Leading

Job Title: CTO
rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Champions innovation and collaboration

Being

Delivering

Comments

Sees technology as a strategic enabler and source of
competitive advantage

Definitely using technology as a weapon. But perhaps hasn’t successfully

Has fostered a culture of collaboration spanning

Susie and Alan are more convinced. Talked about the rebuild of IN9 and his

convinced those around him of this. Believes his biggest challenge is Peter.

cross functional teams and business units

role in persuading the organization on where the product needs to go. Talked
about the “UI” being the “sexy” factor. Questions remained in his head if he

Is able to see old problems in new ways using

could do it again/ can we deliver against a rising platform cost?

exploratory approaches to pilot new ideas and ways

Didn’t seem to have been successful (yet) in forming a collaborative culture

of thinking

around him. Seems still to operate in a silo. Needs to push himself out more
and build broader relationships.

Is able to connect seemingly unrelated ideas, events

Tries to see problems in new ways. Talked about rebuilding ecommerce in

and circumstances to discover new solutions to
individual problems

DBA (previous company). Talked about his typical approach had always been

Stimulates those around them to think laterally,

stepping back and trying to reverse engineer.

challenging conventional wisdom

Reactive approach to connecting the dots but does try to socialise ideas and

Impact and
influence

product focused /building features. Worked hard at thinking differently,

get perspective from others.
He seems to be ok at stimulating others. Is asking others to think of the larger
equation/bigger picture and how do we get here? He seems to be on this
journey but needs help influencing and taking people with him.

Leading self

Managing
operational
effectiveness

(Emotional
intelligence and
appreciative
inquiry)

Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO
rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Execution
Is able to provide prioritisation and co-ordination of

Comments

resources including investments across the entire

Seems to have a considerable amount of Projects (10-20) at any give time but

project portfolio; manages co-dependencies between

isn’t close enough to them to be making these interventions. Used an

projects and the overall risk and cost of programmes.

interesting term, “Self actualisation tells me not to turn up at every review

Provides oversight. Is able to see where there is a

board.” He believes he has worked hard to allow his team to take over the

greater opportunity for creating business value in the

room/not to need him. That said, I think it depends on how close Charlie is
involved. Things that appear close to him get much more of his attention

portfolio through sophisticated ROI approaches

(Exception act of leadership in IN9 – program review).
Possesses exceptional stakeholder management

Otherwise, appears to operate on a high level of oversight – as opposed to a

skills; ensures alignment with strategy. Provides

naturally deep dive approach.

assurance of adherence to standards and keeps key

He was keen to express that he is still very close to the stakeholders and

stakeholders appraised regularly throughout project

retains a detailed understanding of all the projects they are managing. Pushes

delivery

his team hard for information when he needs it, otherwise, they know he’s
there when they need him.

Demonstrates an ability to challenge the business

Seems to appreciate that giving “air cover” is important to build trust with his

rationale for change

team.
Tracks the business benefits of projects beyond

Needs help in demonstrating the ability to challenge the business rationale for

implementation ensuring the business see IT as a

change. Admits to being too aggressive. He doesn’t feel his message is

valued contributor

landing.
Isn’t actively tracking the business benefits of projects beyond implementation.

Responses key:

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Candidate name: Charlie Jones
Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO

Champions
innovation
and leading
change

Able to
simplify and
break down
complexity

Driving results

Leading others

Comfortable
with ambiguity

Governance
and
commercial
discipline

Responses key:

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Candidate name: Charlie Jones
Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO

rd

Date: 3 March 2014

rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Shapes business outcomes/leads change

Able to simplify and break down complexity
Comments

Is recognised as a true business partner and value
provider

He sees himself a true business partner who has earned the right to operate
here. He feels he has got Susie and Alan out of “1 and 2 “box but still spends

Understands the core drivers for business growth

too much time seeking approval to act.

and demonstrates a detailed knowledge of the

He hasn’t spent enough time with the organisation to truly understand what

economic drivers and financial measurements of the

the core drives are for growth. Consequently, he hasn’t been able to

company, actively promotes ideas that stimulate

persuade the organisation to give him a free reign to help enable the business

improvement

growth. Feels he is constrained at times by the culture of the organisation and
their view of IT. He feels the constant focus on “boxes 1 and 2” is slowing

Able to influences a broad set of stakeholders

technology-enabled growth.

through persuasive arguments based on the

Is not getting enough exposure to broader stakeholders to influence the

relevance of IT and its role in enabling business

organization towards his goals. I was left unsure on what was stopping him.

change

He thinks its cultural/structural. He is also spending too much time with IT

Balances analysis, wisdom, experience, and

stakeholders and not business.

perspective when making decisions

Yes, seems to balance wisdom and experience with analysis but is more
intuitive than fact based.

Simplifies complex issues by breaking them down

Comments

into smaller, solvable problems

Simplifies rather than creates complexity. Take a product based or process
oriented approach to simplify complex issues. Appears to take a longer view

Uses logic, methodologies, insights and intuition to

– looking for process consistency, process synergy and integration into other

creatively solve novel problems; facilitates internal

teams. Believes he is helping enable how ICB is getting better at this.

and external resources to help define the problem,
organises a solution, monitors progress and
evaluates the solution ensuring it works
Uses simple language when socialising complex

Sees himself somewhere between innovator and problem solver. Bias is

issues or tasks, making them easy to understand and

more towards problem solver but uses more intuition and insights than

work with

methodology.

Distinguishes information that is not relevant or
Tries to simplify based on the audience/”make it matter to them” when

pertinent to the problem

socialising complex issues or tasks. In turn he appears to make it easier to be
understood and work with. Takes quite an iterative approach with team to

Identifies patterns in unrelated information sources or

collaboration/guiding and mentoring approach.

concepts to provide broader insights. Applies lateral
thinking by approaching solutions indirectly and
creatively. Sees underlying principles, patterns or

Is able to identify patterns in unrelated information but this is not an instinctive

themes in an array of related information. Integrates

quality for him. Again, he has had to wrap a process around this by aligning to

diverse themes and broader lines of reasoning to

KPIs/objectives in order for him to look for more evidence (looking at the

help provide fresh insights into problems

Responses key:

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Responses key:

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Target score against role

numbers/ to stimulate route cause analysis).

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Candidate name: Charlie Jones

Company: ICB

Company: ICB

Job Title: CTO

Job Title: CTO

rd

rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Date: 3 March 2014

Comfortable with ambiguity

Governance and commercial discipline

Provides strong leadership in a dynamic and evolving

Comments

Establishes a governance framework to ensure that

Comments

environment of change

Is providing leadership in the evolving environment of change within ICB but is

value is created from IT enabled investments

Has not established a governance framework to ensure that value is created

Can make decisions without requiring the whole

is having a downstream impact on motivation

Makes recommendations based on a total cost of

framework. Doesn’t market KPIs – stuck in incident management mode. Isn’t

ownership approach and demonstrates an ability to

landing his contribution here. Thinks he can contribute more in sharing

from IT enabled investments. All he has is a subjective governance

being impacted by the amount of organization transformation, as he believes it
picture all of the time

Doesn’t appear to be comfortable making decisions without requiring the
whole picture all of the time. He appears to overcome the challenges of

Is able to apply cognitive dissonance by holding two

ambiguity by adopting a tighter expectation management approach and by a

very different ideas in their head at the same time

more “subjective view of problems”. He’s removing ambiguity by creating a
subjective view of the problem.

Is comfortable with the principle that there are

Yes, he seems comfortable that there are sometimes no right answers and

sometimes no right answers and that most issues are

that most issues are more complex. He appears to focus on the “here is a

more complex, multifaceted and dynamic than they

path” approach and provide others with options to get there. Separates the

first appear

issues focused on different areas (e.g. build and run) to help simplify his
arguments and to prove the multi-faceted nature. E.g. quoted Peter as just

Able to embrace the notion that there are no

wanting a decision – he needs to think about this more to make sure he

certainties and is able to operate in a dynamic culture

understands the impact.

various models.

think beyond the short term impact of cost reduction
and ensures individuals are accountable for

The organisation is not mature enough to make recommendations based on a

decisions and ensures there is a culture of

total cost of ownership approach but he does think beyond the short team and

transparency within the decision making process

hold people accountable for their actions.

Ensures strategic partners and suppliers are aligned
to the long term value proposition as well as by

Strategic partners and suppliers are not aligned to the long term value

encouraging risk sharing on co-investments

proposition Product team isn’t tapped into next version/vision – they don’t
have a vision.

Follows financial guidelines, regulations, principles
and standards when committing financial resources

No evidence

or processing financial transactions and keeps

He appeared strong here. Explained as follows: When asked for certainty – it
means taking more direct accountability (which he appears strong on). Tries
to find the right balance between accountability and responsibility (or put

current on fiscal procedures, principles and
standards ensuring financial data is properly
calculated and reported

another way, building his own direction and following others).

No evidence

Safeguards IT security, brand reputation and
financial resources

Responses key:

The visual summary is supported with explanatory notes from our assessor
that place the scores into context and provide examples and observations.
Each competency and behaviour anchor is measured using the same format
in the report, providing a comprehensive insight into the individual.

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Responses key:

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Candidate name: Charlie Jones
Company: ICB
Job Title: CTO
rd

Date: 3 March 2014

Leadership Impact
Demonstrates a thorough understanding of the

Comments

business culture and economic drivers of the

Showed a good understanding of the business dynamics. Talked about the

business, linking IT solutions to business challenges

“corporate fluidity and resistance culture” and how to counter business push
back. He appears very aware of how technology can help enable the

Proactively brings ideas and solutions aligned to

transformation (having always worked in technology driven revenue

business opportunities - isn't simply reactive to

businesses). Talked about “Trial by fire”. Was able to describe ICB having to

pressures and challenges brought by the

mature towards the concept of build/run and is trying to figure out how to get

business to IT

them to change towards this approach. He understood that he had to change
his approach/ culture.

Has a track record of moving ideas from concepts

Actively talks to his team to do culture assessment – seems genuinely

into action by articulating their value proposition and

interested in how they spend their time. This appears to be a repositioning of

relevance to the business goals

his perspective.
Has also spent time trying to better understand Peter’s perspective around

Able to influence a broad range of stakeholders using

company culture, admitting he made mistakes in the early days by not fully

both fact based arguments while also being able to

understanding the financial impact of the dynamics of the organization. Would

tap into the emotional drivers of others

be fair to say his perspective still seems narrow. Think he needs to broaden
his stakeholder base and gain access to other leaders perspectives
(inside/outside of IT). Need to keep his audience in mind and not get carried
away in the solutions that he is working on.
Appears best at definition and implement phase (sees himself as a
realist). Can do both but better at delivery. Feels he is known for making
things happen. Is more emotional person – should embrace a stronger
evidence/ fact-based approach.

Responses key:

Leadership Diagnostic Tool | An assessment tool for senior technology managers explained

Target score against role

Line Manager score

Candidate score

The Digital Board score

Innovative and intuitive reports
Our findings are summarised in a graphical report to
provide an at-a-glance comparison of the results. A colour
coded summary of each behavioural anchor score means
a candidate’s perception can easily be compared with the
views of their line manager, the expected performance level
and our own assessment.
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Conclusion
The Digital Board’s Diagnostic
Tool equips both business leaders
and CIOs to understand and assess
IT leadership competencies,
empowering IT leaders to ensure
their teams are fit to meet the
evolving needs of the business.

The graphical nature of the summary reports
make them highly engaging and ideal for
structuring conversations with team members
because any gaps are immediately obvious.

These reports can also be used for:

The heat map highlights where you have
critical leadership gaps in the team and helps
identify where and how to address these.

• Restructuring

• Succession Planning
• Development Plans

• Performance vs Potential Reviews

FIND OUT MORE
Get in touch using the details below and we’ll be delighted to meet you and take
you through the IT leadership diagnostic tool in more detail.
Call +44 (0) 207 221 0191 or +44 (0) 7932 766 860
Alternatively, you can email info@thedigital-board.com or visit www.thedigital-board.com
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